
Guidelines for Illustrators of Stories for the
Power of Goodness Story Collections

For the Power of Goodness Story Collection, we seek illustrations that:

1. Are produced at the request of Power of Goodness for a newly-selected story: send examples to

PeaceMinistries@friendspeaceteams.org for repeat rounds of feedback and discussion to eventually

select 3+ pieces.

2. Are produced by young people, ages 7-19 years old, preferably who are from the setting of the story.

Group artwork or a montage of an entire story is welcome (example: “Seeds of Hope”).

3. Reflect the child’s development, skills, and insights that results from sustained good attention and

support from adults and artists (with access to quality art materials).

4. Reflect that the young artist identifies with the subject and has insight about the actions or words in

the key turning points in the story that lead to transformation. The viewer can identify the story and the

point in the story that the artwork illustrates. NOTE: If the turning points are not clear to you, then

please ask us at: PeaceMinistries@FriendsPeaceTeams.org.

5. Represent a range of turning points, and a range of perspectives, e.g. before, during, and after a turning

point.

6. Includes rich details as well as clear outlines that ar visible from a distance.

7. Use art medium that are:

a. Typically on A3, A4, or A5 paper. Any paper type is acceptable.

b. Color illustrations preferred, but black and white may be accepted.

c. Any medium, but quality materials with vibrant colors reproduce better than low-quality

materials or pastel colors. Media that smear are discouraged.

8. Includes artist information: name(s), age(s), and country of the artist(s), usually lightly written on the

back of the art work, without bleeding through to the illustration, and a signed permission form.

Notify PeaceMinistries@friendspeaceteams.org if you are planning to submit artwork or have submitted

artwork. Scan files at 300-600dpi, no less than 300dpi, and drag and drop the file into: shorturl.at/ejnoG. Ship

final artwork to: Nadine Hoover, 90 W University St, Alfred, NY 14802 USA
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